
 - You’re relatively new member of Baroness – you played with them for 3 years however “Purple” is 

your first album with them. Can you please tell us how did you ended up playing drums for the band? 

[Sebastian] Allen left the band after the accident and you know Baroness had a pretty good profile 

already in the hard rock world, so I think a lot of drummers were interested in playing with them but 

it wasn’t like a public knowledge so much I think. I knew Baroness, because my brother is a big fan 

and he would play me the records and say “Ohhh this is cool man”. I know that John talked to some 

other drummers who are a friends of mine and also friends of his, but I didn’t know John. So John 

was like “I don’t want to do like a audition with twenty drummers” with like studio session guys 

[Sebastian imitates sound of some intense drumming] instead he wanted to get somebody who was 

in the scene, a friend of a friend and made a records. So both of his friend were like “hey you know 

Seb” [I play in band Trans Am] they both said “Trans Am is very part time now, he’s got time, give 

him a call” so we just talked on a phone for like two hours and then I learned eight songs and went 

down to Philly and played with John and then with John and Pete and it was like “Ok it sounds good” 

[laugh] There was no dramatic conversation or anything. And it was also kind of funny because they 

never sat me down and asked “Ok so do you want to join, this is what it means bla bla bla” we played 

two days and they were like “Ok cool we are doing tour in two months” and I was like “I guess I’m in 

the band” [laugh] 

 - So before joining Baroness you knew the band thanks to your brother. Were you a fan or seen 

them live of the band before joining? 

[Sebastian] Yeah I knew them, but didn’t see them live. But my brother was freaking out, we were 

both fans of Meshuggah and Baroness was opening concert for them – and that’s how he discovered 

the band, became a big fan he thought the music was cool, he loved it, and then like five months 

later I’m like “Oh I’m playing with Baroness” he said “WHAT THE FUCK?” [laugh] 

 - Before playing in Baroness you were more known for playing different music, even your solo 

project is more electronic music. Was it challenging for you to take part in writing music for “Purple”? 

[Sebastian] I think it was a challenge for all of us at first to learn how to write together. Learning to 

play the whole songs together was easy you know – it’s just a matter of practicing to have a good 

sound and good vibe on stage and that was easy. The hard part was learning how to write, because 

with a lot of rock music it starts with drums and guitars, getting a riff and a bit/beat going. And I’ve 

never done that with John so when we started working on Purple we were, all four of us, working on 

stuff it was totally chaotic, because four people suggesting ideas, it was you know: too many cooks in 

the kitchen. So we just split it up, it was basically like I would play with John, we would work on riffs 

and grooves and then John and Nick would play and work on some chord progressions and then John 

and Pete would work on some guitar stuff and then we would get together and arrange the whole 

song together. There are 2 or 3 riffs and chord progressions that John and Pete have written before 

and have never found a good drum groove or context for them. There were some demoes but 

because I’ve never heard them I never knew what the drum beat was supposed to be so came with 

something and they were like “Oh that’s works better”. And it was fun because with my other bands 

it was right in the studio, so when you hear the song it is maybe the third time I’ve ever played it. But 

it was fun with Baroness to be like really prepared. Because then you don’t get nervous about playing 

it is supposed to be, and then you have time to play it another way if you want as for example an 

experiment, and added thing. That was cool. 



 - When I was starting listening to “Purple” I was surprised by the fact that the music itself is like a 

celebration and when we consider the fact that John and Pete still have to deal with the 

consequences of the bus crash weren’t there any point at with there would be more pain and 

sorrow? “Black” instead of “Purple” 

[Sebastian] I think there are two sides. The lyrics are pretty dark, but the music itself is celebratory 

and I think that it is both a celebration – because we created a band together in a new form and 

managed to make a record and also Nick and I… Ok that will complicate the answer even more. For 

Nick and myself this album was celebratory because it was our first chance to write with Baroness 

and that was exciting. For John and Pete the accident was a big interruption in the path of Baroness 

and there were very frustrated, they were impatient, you know? Cause they were in the middle of a 

tour promoting “Yellow & Green” and then [Sebastian snaps his fingers] they were totally 

interrupted, band almost broke down and shit happened, so I think they were excited to get back, 

back in the saddle. So the music is definitely very celebratory, but the lyrics are mournful and mainly 

deal with the physical, emotional and social consequences of the accident that affected John. His arm 

and leg are pretty fucked up still and he has still nerve pain from the surgeries. So yeah there is this 

dichotomy between music and the lyrics. 

 - But still if someone listen to “Purple” and either don’t understand English or don’t care about 

lyrics… 

[Sebastian] Yeah, because I’m not really a lyrics person, for me the vocals are melody. Honestly 

mainly because in most of the rock music the lyrics are not so good and John really takes time to 

write his lyrics, but I’m used to not paying too much attention to that. But you are completely right – 

if you don’t speak English then it sounds like “Fuck yeah” 

 - Recently in almost every interview with the band there is quarter or half of the space set to cover 

the topic of the accident of the band. Do you think that for John and Pete is starting to be a bit 

irritating? 

[Sebastian] Yeah, I think they are a bit tired of it. Because of course it is a big deal, that’s a huge part 

of the story of the band, but… how many times can you tell the same story? So I think they are a bit 

tired of it, and I also think that it is still Baroness, maybe slightly different, something happened and 

the band is back, right? 

 - But do you think that before this constant questions about the accidents and saying the same 

things over and over again could have any therapeutic effect for John and Pete? 

[Sebastian] Yeah, I think maybe at first it helps to talk about it kinda depends on the person that you 

are. I’m not sure if they are that kind of person, I know I am – when I’m upset about something I just 

tell bartender, I talk to stranger. It helps me. I don’t know if they are like that, I think that they are 

more private then I am. So yeah I think that they just want to talk more about the music and the 

future at this point. 

 - Right now you are pretty familiar with previous material from Baroness and as far as in most of the 

interviews you are saying that you always want to try something different could you please say me 

how “Purple” is different from other albums from Baroness? 



[Sebastian] Musically I think Nick and I have added or changed some things. Allen is a great drummer, 

but he is a bit sort of heavy and I am more sort of frenetic. So there’s a difference there and Nick also 

with piano and really nice chord progression he really change the sound. But I think more generally 

what happened was that… If you listen to their early stuff first EPs and “Red” it’s almost math rock 

it’s riff based, and odd time signatures and changing beats. And I think that starting from “Blue” and 

definitely on “Yellow & Green” they wanted to start writing songs with a verse and a chorus and 

bridge and vocals having a melody instead of scream. So… I think what we did with “Purple” was try 

to sort of combined aggression from the older stuff with songwriting of the new Baroness. So I think 

that we combined energy and distortion and heaviness from the older stuff ‘cause that was I think a 

little missing on “Yellow & Green”. 

 - I think that songs “Yellow & Green” were reduced to riff or melody whereas on “Purple” music is 

multilayered. 

[Sebastian] Yeah it’s also like literally layered there are so many guitar takes and things happening on 

“Purple” it’s kinda crazy. 

 - Do you perceive Baroness as a cohesive art project? Where music, lyrics and albums covers are 

complementing each other? 

[Sebastian] Definitely. And you know it’s also great having John, because we trust him with that. I 

mean I’m very opinionated and very stubborn and I would play the drums the way I want to play 

them and I won’t play the parts that I don’t want to play, but (and we are all like that) and in studio 

we are very democratic, but when it comes to the artwork and lyrics I let John do it. Because he is 

really good at it and I have full confidence in him. And for fans that’s definitely a cohesive thing. And 

the downside is we have other friends who are artists who do artwork for us like my friend Marald 

(Van Haastern) who did some artwork for the record and some posters for us and I think this is 

awesome, great artwork but sometimes it doesn’t sell as well as after the show people want John 

Baizley artwork. Cause it’s like a hard part of the Baroness deal. 

 - I wanted to ask why did you choose “Purple” as a title for this record. People say that this is fusion 

of “Red” and “Blue”, but that way it could be as well called “Orange” as it has some elements from 

“Red” and “yellow”. 

[Sebastian] The color thing I’m pretty sure it started as a challenge for a band. Because John was 

doing artwork, he went to art school, he is a very visual and before I was in the band he said to the 

guys “Hey if we make enough records and we do this color thing then would look really cool on a 

table. So let’s see if we can do that”. So “Red”, “Blue”, “Yellow & Green” and when we first started 

working on “Purple” we said no,  we’ll stop doing color. And we were cool with that. And then for 2 

or 3 months we were texting each other different names for that album and nobody liked anyone’s 

names [laugh]. So we were like “Oh fuck I think we do a color”. [laugh] For me I like “Purple” because 

I mean some people will think of bruises which as far as lyrics go that makes sense. But for me 

“Purple”, like you were saying, is not really a color there is purple wavelength like your brain invents 

purple out of red and blue wavelengths and I think it’s cool. 

 - Did John ever explained to you the symbolism behind the album cover? 



[Sebastian] Yes, and I’d like to keep that to myself because it has very to do with him specifically or 

with band mates. Nothing bad, just little things that symbolizes other people or the things that 

happened to him. Like one thing for example, I’m sure you saw it in our interviews – when he was in 

hospital in England he was looking at this hawk all the time and there is this hawk on the album 

cover. So that’s a symbolic for him of that time that he was there lying in the hospital and staring out 

of window. 

 - last question it’s the same as in polish :/ 

[Sebastian] Well that’s basically there is 9 full tracks and John likes aesthetically the idea of 10 tracks, 

like in the past when we have a vinyl and 5 and 5 seemed like a normal record to us. So he wanted to 

have 10 tracks and it’s also actually his daughter reading it with the fact that she is a young kid and 

likes comic books and we just thought it sounds funny and cool and weird. So we put there as an ear 

candy. 


